Current processors provide a variety of different processing units to improve performance and power efficiency. For example, ARM's big.LITTLE, AMD's APUs, and Oracle's M7 provide heterogeneous processors, on-die GPUs, and on-die accelerators. However, the performance experienced by programs using these processing units can vary widely due to contention from multiprogramming, thermal constraints and other issues. In these systems, the decision of where to execute a task must consider not only execution time of the task, but also current system conditions.
INTRODUCTION
Systems with heterogeneous processors and a variety of accelerators are becoming common as a solution to the power wall [27, 65] . Intel and AMD place CPUs and GPUs on the same chip [4, 32] . ARM's big.LITTLE architecture [5] includes processors with different microarchitectures on the same die. IBM's canceled WireSpeed processor [20] and Oracle's M7 [43] have accelerators for specific tasks like XML parsing, compression, encryption, and query processing.
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PACT '16, September 11-15, 2016 tention for accelerators [25, 56] alters the performance benefits for programs. With more mature programming models [12, 48, 49] , more programs will try to leverage specialized processing units and compete for access to them. Virtualization can also lead to contention, as processing units may by shared not just by multiple programs but also by multiple guest operating systems [25] . Furthermore, the data copy and dispatching overhead can greatly diminish performance benefits offered by certain accelerators [59] .
In this environment, applications that decide statically where to run code may perform poorly by waiting for a specific processing unit while there are idle resources in the system. For example, an encryption program that offloads work to the GPU may wait if the GPU is used by other programs while there are idle CPUs available. Ideally, applications would select the processing unit offering the performance, considering both the speedup it offers as well as the overhead of moving data, dispatching a task, waiting time for the unit to be available, and the application's share of the unit's time. With modern programming languages that can generate code for multiple targets, such as OpenCL [49] , a programmer should be able to write the code once and let the system decide where it should execute.
However, in today's systems, it is difficult for applications to predict the utilization they can achieve on a processing unit: OS kernels generally do not tell applications how much CPU time or how many threads they can use. GPUs and other accelerator are often treated as external devices, and may lack any support for fairly sharing them between applications. It may be up to the device driver for an accelerator to make scheduling decisions, which may not be coordinated with CPU scheduling. While there have been research systems such as PTask and others [25, 41, 56] that perform scheduling for tasks on a single processing unit, they are unable to select between multiple possible units for a task. Conversely, application runtimes for heterogeneous systems can run a task on different processing units [6, 39] , but support only static heterogeneity, where the performance of a processing unit does not vary over time.
The goal of our work is to efficiently execute programs on dynamically heterogeneous systems. To that end, we built Rinnegan, a system that (1) provides system-level scheduling support for non-CPU processing units such as GPUs and (2) extends heterogeneous runtimes with kernel support to make informed placement decisions. Rinnegan separates resource management, which is performed by the kernel and can enforce global share or priority policies, from task placement decisions, which are performed by the application runtime.
To support high-quality placement decisions, Rinnegan provides information to applications about their expected utilization of a processing unit: how much time they will receive, and with what delay. This allows an application runtime to make an informed decision about whether to use an accelerator; under contention, it may be better to run the task immediately on the CPU rather than waiting for a small share of the accelerator.
However, without control over how processing units are used, Rinnegan cannot accurately predict the utilization an application will receive: another application could monopolize a processing unit. Rinnegan therefore enforces a scheduling discipline on all processing units. For the CPU, this is already performed by the Linux kernel scheduler. For other processing units such as GPUs, Rinnegan adds an agent that can selectively delay or reorder tasks from different application to achieve desired policies, such as priorities, or proportional sharing.
Complementing this kernel support, Rinnegan provides a runtime library that automatically makes task placement decisions for applications. Rinnegan builds a performance model for the system that incorporates the time to transfer data to a processing unit (e.g., data copy to GPU memory) and the overhead of dispatching a task. For each of an application's tasks, Rinnegan builds a simple model predicting its runtime on each type of processing unit. At runtime, Rinnegan combines the utilization information from the OS with this model to predict how an application task will perform on each processing unit and selects the best place for it to execute.
A key advantage of Rinnegan's architecture is that it easily supports applications with different goals: the decision of what is "best" is determined different for each application, so some may choose highest throughput for batch tasks, while others may choose a processing unit that offers the lowest latency or best energy efficiency. Rinnegan also supports adaptable applications that can vary the behavior based on available resources; for example, by reducing fidelity or accuracy under heavy contention. In such cases, Rinnegan can call back into the application notifying it when performance goals are not met or when there are idle resources, allowing it to adapt its behavior.
An interesting benefit of Rinnegan's approach is that applications that achieve the best speedup on a processing unit will naturally use more of it. Applications that receive only a marginal speedup tend to prefer less contended resources, leaving only those that benefit greatly. As a result, even with fully decentralized placement decisions made indirectly by each applications, total system performance is high.
While useful as a stand-alone runtime, Rinnegan is best suited as an execution platform for heterogeneous programming systems. For example, we modified StarPU [6] , which distributes tasks among heterogeneous processing units but is not aware of contention, to use Rinnegan. Unmodified StarPU applications, when run with Rinnegan, automatically make placement decision based on system conditions. The Rinnegan approach advances over past heterogeneous schedulers and runtimes in the following ways. First, the fastest accelerator unit for a stand-alone application may always not be best when multiple programs compete for that accelerator. Runtimes assuming static heterogeneity, or systems that select a processing unit at compile time cannot adapt at runtime. Rinnegan shows that by exposing system state information, such as waiting time for accelerators, placement decisions can be made dynamically. Second, selfplacement of tasks enables applications to optimize for different metrics (e.g., throughput for servers, deadlines for media applications, and resource usage for cloud applications). Rinnegan allows application to specify their own scheduling goals, rather than relying on a system-wide policy. Finally, the operating system performs scheduling for compute units to provide fairness between applications. Rinnegan separates scheduling and task placement, which helps achieve soft isolation among applications and simplifies the OS kernel by offloading the job of task placement to applications.
We performed an extensive set of experiments with GPUs and emulated heterogeneous CPUs on a variety of workloads. Rinnegan outperforms native StarPU by 1.5-2x when multiple applications contend for resources. We also show that the performance of the Rinnegan's decentralized design, in which each application makes their own placement decisions, is comparable to an idealized centralized scheduler with global view of the system. We also show that Rinnegan provides performance isolation among applications and enables applications to achieve application-specific performance goals.
DESIGN
We designed Rinnegan as a decentralized architecture separating resource management (how much access a process gets to a resource), from task placement (where tasks run) decisions as shown in Figure 1 . The former is left to the OS kernel, which is responsible for isolation among applications, while the latter is pushed closer to applications. To support high-quality placement, the OS publishes information allowing an application to accurately predict its expected performance on all processing units in the system.
Compared to prior systems that perform both resource management and task placement in the kernel [25, 56, 57] , this architecture offers several benefits:
• Application frameworks for heterogeneous systems already perform task placement, so this design fits well into existing systems.
• Applications can easily specify their own performance goals or modify their behavior in response to contention, as the placement policy is tightly coupled to the application.
• Performing placement in applications avoid adding complexity to the OS kernel and makes the Rinnegan more easily portable to other operating systems. 
Platform Requirements
We designed Rinnegan to target heterogeneous systems with multiprogrammed workloads such as desktops and laptops, mobile devices [21] , and shared clusters [34] . Heterogeneous. Rinnegan target architectures that provide heterogeneous processing units in the form of discrete or on-chip accelerators, and both single-ISA and multi-ISA heterogeneous processors. Target systems include unified CPU/GPU chip, such as AMD's APUs [4] , systems with discrete GPUs, or with on-chip accelerator devices [20, 64] . Multiprogrammed. Without multiprogramming, a single application can take complete control of the hardware and thus assume the heterogeneity is static and predictable. In contrast, multiprogramming leads to contention and variable performance as applications come and go.
Resource Management
Rinnegan promotes shared resources like accelerators as first-class entities through its resource management support in the kernel. The major responsibilities of the kernel layer in Rinnegan are resource allocation, enforcing isolation and exposing usage information about processing units. We call this kernel component the OpenKernel because of the transparency it provides to applications. The OpenKernel consists of Accelerator Agents which act as resource managers and the Accelerator monitor, which publishes usage information from agents. Accelerator agents. In order to support a wide variety of devices with different characteristics, Rinnegan attaches an agent to each unique type of processing unit, such as CPUs, GPUs, and each type of accelerator. Agents perform two key tasks. First, agents act as the scheduler for a type of processing unit and enforce global policy about how much and when each process can use a processing unit. Second, agents gather utilization information about processing units.
Agents implement scheduling policies by controlling when tasks are dispatched to processing units; by delaying tasks from one application, a unit can be used by others. This allow agents to implement global scheduling policies. For example, agents can use shares to provide proportional-share scheduling that is consistent across all processing units, which can provide performance isolation and also guarantee performance for critical applications. Alternatively, shares can also be allocated separately for each unit for finergrained control. Maximum shares for an application is set by the administrator.
Agents gather and share usage information about the processing units they manage. The agent tracks information needed to predict performance, such as utilization by every application, average size of tasks, and number of applications. This information is provided by the agents to the accelerator monitor (described next) which then publishes it to applications. Accelerator monitor. The accelerator monitor is a kernel service that publishes usage information from various agents. Some information, such as total utilization of a processing unit, is published globally to all applications. Other information, such as an application's expected share of a unit, is specific to a process; the monitor calculates and shares this information separately with each process. The per-application information reflects the priority, share, or scheduling guarantees of an application. For example, processing units that have been reserved for exclusive use by one application will show up as busy for all other applications.
Task Placement
Rinnegan follows other runtimes for heterogeneous architectures [6, 12, 46, 49] and employs a task-based programming interface. The programmer or compiler generates task implementations for multiple processing units (not necessary for single-ISA systems). There are several runtimes [12, 49] , research systems [17, 37] and initiatives like HSAIL [30] that allow code to be written once and then compiled into binaries optimized for different compute devices. For more varied architectures, such as fixed-function accelerators, a programmer may have to code multiple implementations.
The user-mode runtime layer of Rinnegan is contained in the libadept library and provides three key services. First, the runtime builds a performance model for every program task on each processing unit, which allows it to predict performance. Second, it provides a simple interface for placing tasks on the best available processing unit. Finally, it allows applications to specify performance goals that guide the placement decision. Performance model. The runtime builds a model to predict the performance of program tasks on different processing units. Rinnegan measures basic system performance, such as the overhead to dispatch a task and to copy data to processing units that lack coherent memory. For each application, the runtime measures the performance of an application's tasks on different processing units; this allows it to calculate processing time per unit data from the task execution time and the amount of data operated on. These measurements form a model of uncontended (stand alone) performance that can be used to calculate turnaround time of a task on any processing unit in the system, including dispatch overhead, data copying, and actual execution. The stand-alone performance from the model is later combined with utilization information from the accelerator monitor to predict the expected turnaround time even in the presence of contention. Accelerator stubs. Rinnegan abstracts different processing units into a single procedural interface, so application developers reason about invoking a task but not where the task should run. Applications invoke a stub interface to launch a task. The overall launch process involves two stages: (a) choosing the right processing unit (b) dispatching task to the chosen unit. The stub considers a processing unit for task offload only if an implementation of the task for that processing unit is available. Stubs use information from the OpenKernel and the performance model from the profiler to predict the performance of the task on (runnable) processing units. The processing unit that yields the best performance is chosen based on these predictions, and the task is offloaded to that unit by the stub. The second stage deals with the actual dispatch of the task. The Rinnegan runtime contains dispatch and data transfer routines specific to an agent (and thus specific to a processing unit). The stub handles transferring data to the unit if necessary (e.g., it lacks coherent memory and the data is not already at the unit) and then dispatching the task using these routines.
Rinnegan applications can specify performance goals to libadept, which are used by the stub in selecting the best placement for a task. For example, an application may specify maximum throughput, indicating it is willing to wait for an accelerator that provides a high speedup, while others may seek minimum latency and prefer a lower performing CPU that is available immediately. Optimizer. For tasks that have specific performance targets, such as a desired long-term throughput, Rinnegan provides an optimizer that ensures these goals are met. The optimizer is part of the runtime and runs as a thread within the application. It monitors application performance by invoking a tracker function provided by the application, which returns the current performance of the application. If performance is below the desired level, the optimizer can either request more resources from the OS (e.g., increase priority or share), or invoke a callback registered by the application to reduce the amount of work (trade-off quality of the results for performance) so performance is acceptable. For example, a compression application may decrease compression to sustain a throughput when insufficient CPU is available. The optimizer can also detect that performance is above what is desired, and again either invoke the OS to release resources or notify the application that it can do more work.
IMPLEMENTATION
We implemented Rinnegan as an extension to the Linux 3.4.4 kernel. The code consists of accelerator agents for CPU and GPU, the accelerator monitor, and the libadept shared library linked to user-mode applications. The OpenKernel and the libadept runtime consists of around 2000 and 3400 lines of code respectively. In this section we describe the implementation of Rinnegan, beginning with how agents schedule tasks and then discuss about user-mode task placement.
Accelerator Agents
We implemented accelerator agents for GPUs and single-ISA heterogeneous CPUs (with standard and fast cores). These agents enforce a scheduling policy by delaying requests, and pass processor usage information to the accelerator monitor. Table 1 shows the statistics generated by the agents. Rinnegan does not yet handle directly accessible accelerators, but disengaged schedulers [41] can be extended to implement the agent functionality for such devices. GPU agent. The GPU agent manages any GPUs present. As GPU drivers are usually closed binaries that we cannot extend with agent functionality, we therefore implement the GPU agent functionality in a separate kernel-mode component that receives scheduling information (policy, priorities/shares) from an administrator and enforces scheduling policy. The libadept runtime invokes the GPU agent before offloading tasks, which can stall tasks to enforce the schedul- The agent calculates GPU utilization by each application from the information passed by the runtime. As short-lived processes do not accumulate much utilization (e.g., current utilization is zero), agents also report the average task size on each GPU and the number of applications using the device. We implement three different policies in the agent: FIFO, Priority-based and Share-based.
The FIFO policy is the default policy in GPU drivers and exposes a simple FIFO queue for scheduling tasks from different applications. However, this policy cannot enforce performance isolation if tasks have different execution times: a long task can monopolize the device because current GPU drivers only support context switching at the granularity of an application kernel (i.e., task).
The Priority-based policy prevents monopolization by reordering requests to allow higher-priority applications to run before lower-priority ones. However, without preemption support that is not supported in current GPUs, low latency cannot be guaranteed if a long task is running.
The default policy in Rinnegan is Share-based. This policy provides soft performance isolation by guaranteeing execution time to each application. The share distribution is maintained by Rinnegan over coarse time scales on the order of hundreds of milliseconds. This is due to the lack of preemption support in GPUs, wherein long-running tasks with low shares can temporarily exceed their share distribution. This policy defines three application classes: CUS-TOM, NORMAL and BACKGROUND. In the CUSTOM class, designed for applications with strict performance requirements, applications reserve an absolute share of one or more GPUs, and the total shares on a device cannot exceed 100. Possession of 50 shares on a GPU guarantees the application a minimum of 50% time on the device. The shares unused by the CUSTOM class are given to applications in the NORMAL class, where the remaining shares are distributed proportionally among applications according to the shares they possess. Finally, BACKGROUND applications use the GPUs only when applications of the other two classes are not using the device. To implement this policy, the agent monitors the utilization by each process, and throttles applications using more than their share. Thus, after executing a long task, an application will be blocked from running more tasks to let other applications use the GPU. CPU agent. The CPU agent supports two classes of CPU cores, standard and fast, under the assumption that parallel code runs best by having as many cores as possible, while mostly sequential code prefers one or a few fast cores. Rather than providing a new scheduler, the agent uses Linux's native CFS scheduler [13] , which already pro-vides priorities and shares. The CPU agent publishes usage information including the number of threads and fraction of time given to threads at each priority level. This information allows the monitor to predict how much CPU time a thread will get on each class of cores. The share based policies (described above) for strong performance guarantees can be implemented by dynamically mapping the amount of shares to a nice priority value. This leverages the fact that every priority level has a time slice ratio over other levels.
Additionally, for standard cores, the agent provides hints on the number of standard cores a program can use exclusively, similar to scheduler activations. The calculation is based on a min-funding [67] policy: all cores are allocated to applications based on their priority or share, and unused cores are redistributed. For example, a single-threaded application can use only a single core and other cores it could use are instead given to parallel applications. This enables parallel applications to avoid time shares cores in most cases. Accelerator monitor. The accelerator monitor aggregates information from all agents and publishes it to applications. While Linux already publishes CPU utilization information under /proc, we need a higher-performance mechanism given the frequency of access. The monitor shares two pages of data with application using Rinnegan, which have read-only access to the pages. The global data page is mapped in all Rinnegan processes and has information about the whole system, such as the average task size on a GPU. The private page has process-specific information, such as its maximum allowed utilization (e.g., what fraction of the time it can expect) for each processing unit.
Agents invoke the monitor with the visibility of information, an identifier for the information, and a new value (e.g., <public, GPU average task size, 40 ms>). Agents calculate utilization information at periodic intervals of 10ms, which they immediately push to the monitor. All information calculated by the agents are moving averages. We currently do not synchronize access between the monitor and applications. However, the data is entirely scalar values used as scheduling hints, so races are benign.
libadept Adaptive Runtime
Every Rinnegan application links to libadept, which consists of the performance model, stubs, and the optimizer. Performance model. The runtime builds and maintains a performance model for each of the application's tasks. The profiler predicts the task execution time by the amount of data processed by the task; we assume that task execution time is proportional to the amount of data processed, which is true for many applications. For applications where this is not the case, a more sophisticated performance model should be used; we experienced this with the Sphyraena workload ( Table 4 ) that executes SQL select queries. The execution time is dependent on the selectivity of the operators which our model did not consider. Rinnegan also allow individual applications to provide their own performance model. During task dispatch, libadept invokes the application to get the predicted task performance on different processing units, which it then combines with information from the monitor. This allows the flexibility of using a custom performance model for every application, such as more mature models [24, 36, 42] .
During application startup, we execute an initial set of offloaded tasks from the application on all processing units, similar to Qilin [38] . This generates a set of parameters-the processing time per unit data-that are later used to predict execution time. The model is saved for use across program invocations. For short-lived applications, the developer can request that the model be generated incrementally over multiple invocations of the program, rather than as one step the first time the program runs. A program with a fewer number of tasks is considered short-lived and the profiling stage should not adversely impact such applications.
With this initial data, the performance model generates predictions for task execution time. libadept continuously monitors the accuracy of predictions; if it is off by more than 25% for more than 10 predictions, libadept recalibrates the model by running tasks on different processing units to generate a new set of measurement for the model. Rinnegan does not expect the model prediction to be 100% accurate and accommodates some error in prediction. The amount of error that can be handled depends on the speedup ratio between processing units. More details on the impact of errors in performance model is analyzed in Section 4.6.
libadept runs a generic profiling task during system startup to measure system performance, such as the latency and bandwidth of copying data to/from a GPU and latency of dispatching tasks. For processing units with coherent memory, such as CPUs, the performance model assumes no copy is required. The current implementation of libadept does not account for the contention in I/O bus. This is approximated by a fixed overhead for transfers in addition to the per-byte cost. Accelerator stubs. Rinnegan stubs are implemented as a single Accelerate function that can launch any task on any processing unit. Applications register a task by providing a set of implementations (one per processing unit type). They then invoke Accelerate with the task object and its parameters. The Accelerate function invokes the performance model to determine where to run the task, moves data to the selected processing unit if necessary, and launches the task on the unit. While we use OpenCL [49] to generate implementations for CPU and GPU, they can also be hand written for better performance
Accelerate invokes the performance model to predict the task execution time, and then computes the expected turnaround time as follows:
The term utilization comes from the agent and is the fraction of time the process can expect to receive on the processing unit. It captures both expected wait time, as wait time is inversely proportional to utilization, as well as its share.
The stub dispatches tasks to a GPU by informing the GPU agent about the start of the tasks, managing any data movement if required and finally invoking the OpenCL or CUDA runtime to submit the task to the kernel driver. For processing units with coherent memory, no movement is required. For those without coherence, such as discrete GPUs, stubs explicitly migrate data to and from the GPU's memory when necessary.
To dispatch tasks onto CPU cores, libadept starts worker threads affinitized to each core in each CPU class (e.g., standard and fast) during program startup. At runtime, it adds tasks to workqueues serviced by the desired worker threads.
The Accelerate function also takes a flag to indi- cate whether the task should run synchronously or asynchronously. Asynchronous tasks return an event handle that can be used to wait for their completion. The tasks are queued to an internal scheduler that maintains a central queue. Tasks are processed (the prediction process) inorder from the central queue and then pushed onto processing unit-specific task queues. The application must enforce any data dependencies between tasks. Task execution may not happen immediately upon queuing to the central queue.
The internal scheduler keeps the length of the processing unit specific queues low to maintain predictor accuracy by avoiding a long latency between selecting a unit and executing a task.
Optimizer. Rinnegan enables applications to target different performance goals, such as throughput guarantees or minimum execution time (best performance). The optimizer expects two inputs: the performance goal (e.g., 100 MB/Sec or 10 Frames/Sec) and, a tracker function that measures and returns current application performance. The optimizer, part of the libadept runtime, spawns a thread that periodically (every 500ms) invokes the tracker function. The tracker function is to be implemented by every application and it is registered as a callback with the runtime during application start-up. The function is responsible for returning the current application performance (same performance metric -throughput or latency -as that of the target performance) on invocation. Applications without a performance goal always seek maximum performance (minimum execution time) and the optimizer does not run in this case. The optimizer operates in three phases when the tracker function indicates that an application is not meeting its goal. Each phase is carried out only when the preceding phase fails to improve performance to meet the target. First, the optimizer tries to spread tasks across more processing units. Applications can thus offload multiple (asynchronous) tasks at once to different units. This is not the default behavior, because the libadept tries to minimize resource cost by ensuring performance on minimum resources. Second, for applications with appropriate privileges, it invokes the operating system to increase priority for desired processing units. This phase targets the application to be in CUSTOM class share-based scheduler, and is important if applications need to meet strict performance goals (e.g., throughput or soft real-time). If the second phase does not succeed, for example if the application lacks the privilege to increase its share or all the shares are already allocated, the optimizer notifies the application via a registered callback function (different from the tracker function). The application uses this callback function, which provides achieved performance, to modify its workload. For example, a game could reduce its frame rate or resolution. Upon availability of more resources (when other applications exit), the application automatically gets additional resources since the shares are proportional.
When an application performs above its goal or the optimizer observes that an application is not using its maximum utilization, it performs the same phases in reverse. This allows the application to modify its workload to increase its workload. e.g., frame rate, or to release resources to the OS by relinquishing its shares. Data movement. When launching tasks, the stub may need to migrate the task's data to the selected GPU if it lacks coherent access to memory. Moving a task back and forth between processing units can hurt due to excess data copies. This can occur when a task is at the break-even point between two processing units, so a small change in utilization can push the task to switch processors. It can also occur when there are rapid changes in the utilization of a unit and predictions of performance are inaccurate.
Rinnegan implements mechanisms to avoid both causes of task migration. For tasks near the break-even point, Rinnegan dampens movement with a speedup threshold: tasks only migrate if the expected speedup is high enough to quickly amortize the cost of data movement. Thus, small performance improvements that require expensive copies are avoided. In addition, for subsequent task offloads, stubs make an aggregate decision that determines where to dispatch the next group of tasks, rather than making the dispatch decision for each task before switching to the new unit. In this task aggregation, group size grows with the data movement overhead. Stability. Rapid changes in utilization can occur when multiple applications simultaneously make an offload decision: they may all run tasks on the same processing unit, leading to poor performance and then all migrate away from the unit. This ping-pong problem is common to distributed control systems, such as in routing [35] . Rinnegan takes a two-step approach to resolve the ping-pong problem. First, libadept detects when the predicted runtime is different than the actual runtime. This indicates that the utilization obtained from the monitor was wrong. Second, libadept temporarily uses the actual turnaround time of the last task instead of predicted turnaround time. Thus, the first applications to use the unit runs quickly and observe high performance, while those arriving later experience queuing delay from congestion and hence lower performance. Applications with higher delays will tend to choose a different processing unit, while those with less delay stay put. 
EVALUATION
We address four major questions in our evaluation: (a) How beneficial is adaptation in a shared environment? (b) Can Rinnegan satisfy application-specific performance goals? (c) Can Rinnegan isolate applications from each other? (d) How well a decentralized scheduler performs? We also evaluate the overhead and accuracy of individual components of Rinnegan.
The experiments in this section focus on understanding the behavior of Rinnegan when applications of different characteristics (speedup, size of the task, long running/short lived) are run together. We evaluate the performance of Rinnegan against other systems such as StarPU and c-sched (a centralized system we wrote to be similar to an Oracle) and also with different scheduling policies. The primary goal is to show how Rinnegan handles resource contention, which can occur in real systems. Table 2 lists the configurations used in our experiments. We disable Turbo Boost and hyperthreading to avoid performance variability. Platform. We emulate an asymmetric CPU (asym config) using Intel's clock-modulation feature [31] (in our platforms DVFS cannot be used for a single core) to slow down all cores but the fast cores. Similar mechanisms have been used in past research to emulate asymmetric processors [3] . We wanted a single infrastructure with different forms of heterogeneity (asymmetric cores and several accelerators). So, we chose to emulate the asymmetry rather than using a separate real hardware such as big.LITTLE processors [5] . Though none of our experiments make use of both forms of heterogeneity, we believe this infrastructure will serve best for the extension of this work. We emulate powerful cores by setting ten cores to run at 62.5% duty cycle and the remaining Mathematical model for a financial market Dedup [9] Deduplication Pbzip [51] file compression AES [1] AES-128-ECB mode encryption, OpenCL LBM [63] Fluid dynamics simulation, OpenCL DXT [47] Image Compression, OpenCL lavaMD [14] Particle simulation, OpenCL Grep [60] Search for a string in a set of files, OpenCL and OMP for CPU Histogram [60] Finding the frequency of dictionary words in a list of files, OpenCL and OMP for CPU Sphyraena [7] Select queries on a sqlite database, CUDA EncFS [56] FUSE based encrypted file system, CUDA Truecrack [66] Password cracker, CUDA x264 [40] Video Encoder, OpenCL two at 37.5%. So, the speedup of fast core is 1.6x over slow core [5] . Where noted, we run some applications at 100% to emulate applications-specific speedups. The simd config configuration comprises two GPUs of different performance and 12 CPU cores. Applications access these processing units through OpenCL, which uses the NVIDIA OpenCL SDK for GPUs and Intel OpenCL SDK for CPUs. The GPU workloads are run simultaneously for all experiments performed on simd config. We run workloads continuously, and present the relative throughput (tasks/second) for applications on the system under test compared to running all the applications on GPU-B. For a few experiments, those shown in Figure 3 and Figure 5 , we allow some applications to finish in order to show how the system reconfigures.. The application properties are shown in Table 3 . Workloads. We run the workloads listed in Table 4 in a multi-programmed environment to create contention for hardware resources. We select workloads with specific characteristics, such as tasks suitable for fast cores and varying task sizes to demonstrate Rinnegan's capabilities and to exercise different forms of heterogeneity.
Experimental Methods
Dedup, Pbzip and Blackscholes are parallel applications with tasks that can benefit from running on powerful CPU cores. We use six workloads for GPUs, described in Table 4 . These workloads demonstrate the effect of task size and implementation style. For OpenCL programs, we compile to both GPU and CPU code. The same set of applications was also ported on to StarPU runtime. For CUDA programs, we use a separate implementation for the CPU. Table 3 shows the speedup for these applications when running on GPUs and their average task sizes (relative execution time). The speedup shown is relative to using all 12 CPUs at full performance. We report the average of five runs and variation was below 2% unless stated explicitly.
Adaptation
A major benefit of Rinnegan compared to existing heterogeneous runtimes is its ability to use application-specific performance models to select the best placement for a task, but at the same time dynamically adapting to runtime conditions. We evaluate how well applications adapt to a set of common contention scenarios. Contention for fast cores. Rinnegan allows applications to accelerate important code regions on a small number of fast cores. We run multiple parallel applications concurrently that have tasks suitable for a fast CPU: the compression phase in Dedup and Pbzip, and the financial calculation in Blackscholes. The speedup of fast core over regular core is 1.6x. Using asym config, we compare three configurations: (a) Always-Fast is a compile-time static policy that always runs all tasks on the fast cores, (b) Asym-Aware is similar to Global Task Scheduling (GTS [33] ) in which it modifies the Linux scheduler to execute tasks on normal cores but migrate them to a powerful core if it becomes idle, and (c) Rinnegan, where the stub decides where to run tasks based on speedup achievable. To demonstrate the ability of Rinnegan to prioritize fast cores for applications with better speedup, we made Pbzip receive a speedup of 2.65x on the faster cores. This speedup boost was applied for all three configurations. This was done by modifying the scheduler to increase the duty cycle to 100% only when Pbzip runs on the faster core. Figure 2 shows performance normalized to serial versions of the applications running on a regular core. The overall performance of Rinnegan and Asym-Aware is comparable though both configurations perform differently on Dedup and Pbzip. Rinnegan runs the application with the best speedup, Pbzip, on the fast cores, which gives that application an 18% speedup compared to Asym-Aware. The AsymAware greedily schedules task on faster cores as they become available without any regard to their speedup. Rinnegan trades-off the performance of other applications for the high speedup application Pbzip. The Always-Fast performs poorly because it under-utilizes the regular CPU cores while waiting for the fast CPUs. Overall, the system throughput is 3% higher in Rinnegan than Asym-Aware. Contention for accelerators. A key goal of Rinnegan is to manage contention for shared accelerators. In current systems, applications cannot choose between processing units and thus must wait for the contended accelerator. Rinnegan, though, allows applications to use other processing units if they are faster than waiting. As a result, applications with large benefit from an accelerator tend to use it preferentially, while applications with lesser benefit will migrate their work to other processing units. Task size also plays a role with the FIFO policy: large tasks dominate the usage on bulky GPU. We ran all the OpenCL GPU workloads concurrently on simd config using the FIFO policy.
In the Native system, all applications offload tasks to GPU-B, which leaves GPU-W and the CPUs idle. In con- trast, Rinnegan achieves 1.8x better performance because it makes use of GPU-W and the CPU to run tasks as well. To explain these results, Figure 3 plots the processing unit used by each applications from a run where we launch all apps at the same time. LBM uses the CPU only exclusively because it gets low performance on the GPUs. In contrast, Histogram and Grep always uses GPU-B, because of their relatively larger tasks. This causes long delays for other applications, and hence lavaMD and DXT move to GPU-W. When Histogram completes, lavaMD switches to GPU-B and shares the device with Grep. On the other hand, AES switches execution between CPU and GPUs since the amount of data to encrypt varies with every task offloaded by the program. For smaller data, AES runs on the CPU to avoid costly data copies. The three column stacks labeled FIFO in Figure 6 shows the percentage of time each application gets on different processing units. The native stack at the left shows the default behavior where all tasks are offloaded to GPU-B.
Rinnegan as an execution engine. We integrated Rinnegan as the execution engine for StarPU, a runtime for heterogeneous architectures, to analyze the impact of contention awareness in the runtime. We rewrote all six GPU workloads to run on the StarPU runtime. We compare three different configurations for this experiment. We use two of StarPU's native policies [6, 62] : DMDA (deque model data aware) offloads task to the best performing processing unit taking into account the previously queued tasks from the local application and Eager employs a task stealing approach where worker threads of any processing unit can run a task as long as the implementation for that unit is available. The third configuration is StarPU with Rinnegan, where task offload decisions are made by Rinnegan based on input from OpenKernel. Rinnegan makes StarPU aware of other applications in the system. The DMDA policy is representative of application runtimes [6, 55] for heterogeneous architectures where tasks are offloaded to the processing unit that performs best for that application (inclusive of all tasks from an application) in isolation. As a result, DMDA always offloads tasks to GPU-B for our workloads since it offers highest speedup. Since the task placement decisions consider only individual task performance but not contention at accelerators (due to other applications), DMDA's performance suffers by not utilizing the lower performing processing units such as GPU-W and CPUs when GPU-B is busy.
The eager policy, similar to runtimes such as Cilk [10] and others [58] , employ a task stealing approach for task distribution in heterogeneous architectures. With this policy, the StarPU runtime for each application spawns worker threads for every compute unit in the system (12 workers for every CPU, 2 workers for each GPU). Every worker thread pulls task from the task pool when they are free without any regard to task speedup on that processing unit. As a result, when the GPU is temporarily busy, CPU worker threads pull many tasks that could have run at higher speedup on a GPU. Thus, the eager policy provides the lowest performance of the configurations. We show the individual applications throughput and the overall system throughput relative to StarPU DMDA in Figure 4 . Rinnegan is able to utilize the less-loaded processing units and thus provide better throughput than other policies. As a result, the overall system throughput of StarPU+Rinnegan is 2x and 1.5x better than native policies of StarPU (Eager and DMDA) respectively.
Application-Specific Goals
The libadept library allows applications to set their own performance goals through an optimizer that guides offload decisions. We demonstrate Rinnegan's ability to support application-specific performance goals by running the CUDA applications-x264, Sphyraena, and EncFS-with their own goals in CUSTOM class and Truecrack in BACK-GRND class. Native performance of application is shown in Of these applications, x264 can adapt by reducing fidelity and Sphyraena uses asynchronous tasks and can spread its work across multiple processing units.
We started the applications in their respective classes where libadept assigns default shares to applications (15 shares on GPU-B each for applications in CUSTOM class and no shares assigned for BACKGRND class applications). We let libadept request shares automatically from agents after the initial assignment. We expect Rinnegan to automat- ically adapt-find the right set of processing units, or adjust shares, or callback to applications to alter configurations to adjust performance-without any manual intervention. The adaptation of the system is shown in form of a time graph in Figure 5 . We start x264, Sphyraena and Truecrack at time zero, and EncFS at time 60. When applications finish, we do not restart them so as to release resources for other applications' use.
As the application runs, the optimizer detects the lag in performance and attempts to use multiple GPUs. x264, as a synchronous application, cannot leverage multiple GPUs. However, Sphyraena spreads its tasks across both GPU-B and GPU-W. x264 receives around 80 shares on GPU-B and Sphyraena gets 20 on GPU-B and 100 shares (all) on GPU-W. Around 5 th second, the runtime (through optimizer) notifies applications to reduce fidelity to improve performance. x264 adapts by reducing quality and is able to reach 13 FPS. Truecrack, being a background application, runs on CPU since the accelerators (GPUs) are occupied.
When x264 completes, Sphyraena receives the whole GPU-B and achieves its goal of more than 20 queries/sec, and Truecrack adapts by moving to GPU-W, which greatly increases its throughput. We start EncFS at 60 seconds and the optimizer adjusts the shares such that both applications achieve their goals by giving 80 shares of GPU-B to EncFS, and remaining of GPU-B and the whole GPU-W were given to Sphyraena. Truecrack is forced to move to the CPUs at this point, as both GPUs are totally saturated. Only when Sphyraena completes around 120 seconds does Truecrack move to GPU-W, and then to GPU-B when EncFS completes at 160 seconds. These results demonstrate how applications adapt to the changing use of the system, as well as how the optimizer allows applications to achieve their goals by spreading the work, increasing the share of a processing unit, or reducing the workload.
Preserving Isolation
Rinnegan only does placement in user-mode and leaves scheduling and policy enforcement in the kernel to protect against poorly behaved applications. To demonstrate Rinnegan's ability to isolate the performance of different applications, we allotted CUSTOM shares on GPU-B in the ratio and AES. Such a share ratio was used to show that (a) applications with large tasks (Histogram) can be constrained, (b) small tasks (LBM) can receive guaranteed share, and (c) isolation is achieved even in the presence of varied task sizes. Rinnegan applications. The three stacks on the right labeled Shares Rinnegan in Figure 6 show the portion of each processing unit used by each application. Histogram gets major portion of GPU-B because of its large task sizes in FIFO-based policy. With share-based scheduling, Histogram, Grep and DXT evenly share GPU-B, while lava-MD uses GPU-W since it yields better performance than the guaranteed 10 shares on GPU-B. We observe that three applications (Histogram, Grep and DXT) receive more than their assigned 25% on GPU-B (30% each) because other applications decided to offload tasks on GPU-W or CPUs. So, these three active applications enjoy equal share on GPU-B. Also, applications with lower shares of GPU-B, such as lavaMD and LBM, offload tasks to GPU-W and CPUs respectively since the performance is better than on their 10% of GPU-B. StarPU applications. We also show how Rinnegan can isolate applications that are not using Rinnegan by running StarPU version of our GPU workloads. However, we modified the workloads to notify the agents about their task execution time. The leftmost stack in Figure 6 shows the utilization received by each application with StarPU's native uses DMDA policy that runs all tasks on GPU-B. The Shares native & starpu column in the center-right shows the performance when share-based policy is enforced by the Rinnegan GPU agent: the resulting utilization almost exactly tracks the shares assigned. These results show both that native Linux and StarPU alone cannot or do not enforce performance isolation, while Rinnegan can provide isolation even for applications not actively using it for task placement. We note that without GPU driver support, Rinnegan relies on applications to call into the agent to know start and completion time of the task, and not all applications may do this. However, this functionality can be enforced either through GPU driver modifications or disengaged scheduling [41] .
Decentralized vs. Centralized
Task placement in Rinnegan is decentralized: individual applications make placement decisions based on the state information exposed by the monitor. However, the information can be stale due to the delay between when it is generated and when applications place a task based on the information. In contrast, task placement in a centralized architecture is performed by a single central entity for all applications. It has global knowledge of all tasks dispatched so far and can make accurate decisions for future tasks. We compare the behavior of Rinnegan against a centralized system to understand how much performance is lost due to a decentralized architecture. Centralized scheduler. We built a simple centralized scheduler, c-sched, that behaves similarly to PTask [56] or Pegasus [25] but without the complexity and kernel modifications of those systems. libadept maintains task queues per processing unit for each application to track all dispatched tasks from that application. With c-sched, these queues are made global by implementing them on a shared page accessible by all applications, so the per-applications task queues becomes system-wide task queues. This enables c-sched to have a global view of the system and to predict the wait time for every processing unit accurately. Thus the c-sched scheduler is aware of tasks from all applications and can make perfect task placement decisions. However, it requires applications to be cooperative and can be easily gamed by providing erroneous speedup values. Contention results. Using the same six GPU applications as used in previous experiments with the FIFO policy, we compare the individual applications and the total system throughput of c-sched against Rinnegan. We also consider a native system that offloads task to GPU-B, the highest speedup processing unit. The results, shown as the c-sched and Rinnegan bars in Figure 7 , demonstrate that despite being decentralized Rinnegan still performed within 2.5% of a perfect centralized scheduler. Rinnegan performs close to the optimal scheduler is less prone to gaming and supports application-level adaptation, which is difficult in a centralized system. To achieve adaption, application-specific constraints and adaptation techniques would have to be conveyed to the centralized service, making it more complex. Short-lived applications. Task placement for short-lived applications is hard without the global knowledge of the system since the utilization information can fluctuate. We generated such applications that start, run a small task for 0.5 -2ms and then exit. We generated small tasks with varying inputs for AES and DXT workloads. We ran an experiment running multiple such applications periodically to test the overall throughput of the system in terms of tasks processed per second. The c-sched system should provide the best performance since it has a global knowledge of the system. The performance of Rinnegan is only 3.5% lower than c-sched whereas the native system that offloads all tasks to GPU-B is 20% slower than c-sched. Rinnegan performs well even without global knowledge of all workloads by using the average task size and average number of applications metrics rather than utilization information.
Overhead and Accuracy
We separately measured the overhead of Rinnegan's mechanisms and the accuracy of its profiler. Overheads. The primary overhead in Rinnegan comes from stubs, which must decide where to dispatch tasks. The overhead of stubs ranged between 1µs when choosing between fast and regular CPU cores to 2µs for selecting among different GPUs. Aggregation can reduce this by changing the dispatch decision less often. Task profiler accuracy. We measure the difference between the task profiler's predicted run time and the actual task latency including the wait time. Across all our experiments, the prediction error is between 8-16%. The error came from two sources. First, Rinnegan predicts that task size is a linear function of input data size, which is not true for all applications (e.g., Sphyraena). Second, we found that the data copy latency to the GPU varied due to contention for the PCIe bus.
To understand the importance of accurate performance predictions, we built an analysis tool to observe the impact of profiler error on task placement. For applications with 10x speedup, when the error rate increases from 5-100% the probability of making an incorrect decision increases by only 0.5%-5%. For the same range of error with applications getting only a 2x speedup, the error probability varies from 2.3%-25%. This shows that error in profiler prediction does not impact placement for tasks with better speedups. Reducing data movement.
Rinnegan reduces the amount of data movement by limiting the frequency with which tasks move between processing units with task aggregation and the speedup threshold. To measure the benefit of Rinnegan's mechanisms for limiting data movement, we disabled the mechanisms and randomly varied LBM's maximum utilization for GPU-B between 65-75%. Its preference flips between GPU-B and the CPUs and performance suffers as a result. Compared to a system without the threshold and aggregation mechanisms, the speedup threshold improves performance by 5%, and task aggregation improves performance by an additional 60%. Ping-pong problem. We also investigated the impact of the ping-pong problem by comparing Rinnegan against our c-sched centralized scheduler. Because it has global knowledge of the utilization of all processing units, c-sched does not have the ping-pong problem. For the contention experiments described in Section 4.2, we compared the task movements of Rinnegan to c-sched. We found that both systems had similar amounts of task movement. Because of varied task size, applications saw different processing unit utilization and hence made different scheduling decisions. To force a ping-pong problem, we ran five copies of the same Grep workload, which offloaded tasks of the same size. Rinnegan's ping-pong avoidance mechanism helped in stabilizing task placement sooner, resulting in the same task throughput same as the c-sched. Without the mechanism, the system took 8-10 task offloads to stabilize, as compared to 2-3 with ping-pong prevention.
RELATED WORK
Runtimes for heterogeneous architectures. Many systems provide runtime layers to aid applications in using heterogeneous units (e.g., StarPU [6] , OmpSs [18, [53] [54] [55] , Merge [37] , Harmony [17] , Lithe [50] ). Rinnegan shares the goal of automatically selecting where to run a task based on predicted performance on different compute units. Unlike these runtimes, Rinnegan supports multi-programmed systems where there may be contention for processing units by exposing system-wide resource usage to applications. Runtimes for databases help in task scheduling on heterogeneous architectures [11, 26] . However, they assume the system resources are not shared with other applications.
Other systems abstract the presence of heterogeneous processing units. For example, PTask [56] provide an abstraction for GPU programming that aids in scheduling and data movement. Rinnegan differs by exposing multiple types of processing units, not just GPUs, and by exposing usage to applications to self-select a place to execute. In contrast, PTask manages allocation and scheduling in the kernel.
Some runtimes [55, 58] employ task-stealing for better utilization of all compute units in the system. Sbîrlea et. al in their runtime [58] perform stealing without regard to the speedup of the stealer destination over the task's current placement whereas the OmpSs runtime [55] does not consider the contention caused by other applications. As a result, the stolen task might perform worse at the destination compute unit. Rinnegan employs a task steering approach in contrast to the stealing approach in which tasks are dispatched to an appropriate processing unit based on its standalone performance and also the current load at the processing unit. Resource scheduling. Many past systems provide resource management for heterogeneous systems (e.g., PTask [56] , Barrelfish [8] , Helios [44] , Pegasus [25] ). In contrast to these systems, where the OS transparently handles scheduling and resource allocation, Rinnegan cooperatively involve the participation of applications. It exposes processing unit utilization via the accelerator monitor to allow applications to predict where to run their code, instead of making the choice for the application.
Other systems provide contention-aware scheduling (Grand central dispatch [22], Scheduler activations [2] ), where applications or the system can adjust the degree of parallelism. Rinnegan enables a similar outcome, but over longer time scales. Unlike scheduler activations, Rinnegan does not notify applications during change in resource allocation, but allows applications to monitor their utilization. Baymax [15] offers QoS guarantees for critical applications in a shared heterogeneous environment. Unlike Rinnegan, it employs a centralized architecture and focuses on tail latency as the key metric. Adaptive Systems. Rinnegan is inspired by many previous works in the area of adaptive systems. Odyssey [45] was built as an adaptation platform for mobile systems. Rinnegan employs a similar architecture for shared heterogeneous systems and uses alternate processing units as a mode of adaptation. Application heartbeats [29] tunes applications according to available resources, but does not address heterogeneous platforms nor provide kernel-level scheduling control over non-CPU processing units. Similar adaptive techniques have been employed in databases [23] where new interfaces between OS and databases are designed for better performance. Varuna [61] tackles a similar problem but targets only parallel programs. Performance is improved by dynamically adapting the parallelism in the applications based on the runtime conditions. However, the system runs strictly at user level and does not offer isolation across applications due to the lack of resource management. Multi Level Scheduling. Many systems [16, 19, 28, 52] distribute resource management across two levels. The first system layer is responsible for resource allocation to ensure isolation among applications. The second layer lies within every application, which decide for themselves how to manage these allocated resources. These systems are generally designed for homogeneous platforms and are concerned with the number/duration of CPUs available but not the type. In most heterogeneous systems, though, applications or runtimes decide where to run their tasks (based on type of processing unit) but are oblivious to the shared environment. Rinnegan integrates the two designs -resource allocation by system layer and task placement by applications -by allowing the system to manage resources and also enable applications to make informed task placement decisions aware of contention.
CONCLUSION
Heterogeneity in various forms will be prevalent in future architectures. Rinnegan exposes available heterogeneity with the OpenKernel along with the system state information, and uses libadept to conceal the complexity from application programmers. The kernel retains control over resource management but provides application-level code with the flexibility to execute wherever is best for the application. The decentralized design employed by Rinnegan performs well and at the same time does not require extensive changes to the kernel. As future work, we plan to explore how to better handle power-limited heterogeneous systems.
